
Cube, for instance, the most recent iteration of a project made in col-
, laboration with computer researcher and activist Jacob Appelbaum

that creates a mobile Wi-Fi hot spot that also operates as an 
anonymizing Tor relay. Yet other elements of the howseemed 
content to generate an easy frisson through their mash-ups of 
schlock and awe: a few menacing examples of the symbolically 
overripe military insignia the artist has been collecting for years; a 
comprehensively redacted secret government document pertaining to 
the Stellar Wind surveillance program framed like an Ad 
Reinhardt-esque relic; a scrolling list containing thousands of 
admittedly oddball but also uselessly decontextualized military 
program code names. 

Questions concerning the relationship between the work's 
content and its presentation also came into play around the artist's 
most recent project, which considers the system of undersea fiber-
optic cables that carry data around the globe and the ways they 
are physically controlled and surveilled by US government 
security agencies. The diver in the trailer was Paglen himself, and a 
suite of his dimly atmospheric marine photographs of certain of the 
tapped cables snaking their way across the floor of the Atlantic 
Ocean and the Caribbean Sea was shown in conjunction with a 
pair of complex mixed-media displays detailing the "landing sites" 
for two particular cables (one in New York City, the other near 
San Francisco), the so-called choke points where the American 
government is able to gain access to them. These diptychs include 
what seems to be a strategically incomprehensible amalgam of 
marine navigation maps, photos, and collaged bits of both leaked and 
freely available data, twinned with large-scale C-prints of the 
unremarkable landscapes in which these vital pieces of data infra
structure were hiding, as it were, in plain sight. Such information-
dense works suggest a related problematic of Paglen's project: Was the 
extra data there to aid understanding, or to instrumentalize-for 
the purposes of a compelling artwork-a certain species of opacity 
not unlike that on which it draws? The issue finally isn't whether 
Paglen's work beckons instances of the treacherously invisible into 
view-it absolutely does. The question is rather what principles it uses 
to shape the visible form they're given, how, and to what end, their 
insidious absences are made present. 

-Jeffrey Kastner

Stanley Whitney 
STUDIO MUSEUM IN HARLEM/KARMA 

In a career going back to the early 1970s, Stanley Whitney is having a 
moment, with simultaneous uptown and downtown shows that drew 
excited responses in the press. This for abstract paintings that are struc
turally easy to describe as blocks of color set in stacks and rows, a grid 

format that Whitney has lately brought to a pitch of refinement but that 
has been present or foreshadowed in his work for a long time. You 
might think, What's the fuss? There are many precedents for this kind 
of painting, and indeed it's essentially familiar-which, though, doesn't 
mean its position is comfortable. A full-length essay on Whitney would 
set up a context for him in the up-and-down fortunes of abstract paint
ing in the United States since at least the 1930s, when abstraction 
played underdog to American Regionalism; would balance the triumph 
of the New York School in midcentury against that of figurative neo
expressionism in the 1980s; would mention the current popularity of 
what the critic Walter Robinson has called "zombie formalism"; would 
note particulars specific to the reception history of abstract art made 
by black artists like Whitney; would observe that for a lot of artists 
today, painting itself is old hat (intellectually old hat, at any rate, even 
while doing perfectly well, thank you, in the market); and finally would 
say that for an artist of integrity, like Whitney, none of this matters 
much except to the extent that he deserves credit for ignoring it, having 
followed his own lights despite all. And that Whitney certainly has done. 

Our fictional essayist would then have to talk about the work itself. 
Writers on Whitney have a habit of pulling in music, a maneuver I'd be 
skeptical of if Whitney did not do it too, memorably conjoining 
Cezanne and Charlie Parker, amid other musical remarks, in an inter
view with Lowery Stokes Sims in the Studio Museum catalogue. (The 
Karma show too had a book, and a valuable one-a kind of printed 
retrospective without text.) The titles of such paintings as In Our 
Songs, 1996; james brown sacrifice to apollo, 2008; My Tina Turner, 
2013; and My Name Is Peaches, 2015 (a quote from Nina Simone) 
also make reference to music. 
But even if these sounds are in 
Whitney's mind, and even if it's 
not just fun but worth it to think 
of music's tonal and chordal 
changes in watching his colors 
chase and shift across the sur
faces of his pictures, the real 
rewards here are in the sophisti
cated control of a visual vocab
ulary that is both delimited 
and broad. 

In each of the paintings in 
the Studio Museum show
and this was also true of the 
earlier, more graphically expres
sive paintings at Karma and of 
many of the works on paper in 
both places-rows of abutting 
colored panes, one row above 
another, are separated by col
ored horizontal bars. The determinant of each painting is its palette, 
from the ringing contrasts of james brown sacrifice to apollo, for exam
ple, which ranges across and among the three primaries, to the comple
mentaries of Loveroot, 2008, or The Blue, 2012, in which closer, 
darker chromatic combinations make for more muted and somber 
effects. These qualities buttonhole us up front, but we then move on to 
the works' many complicating elements: the way the horizontal lines 
of the grid sometimes share colors with the panels they touch, softening 
the structure as they merge; the variety of shades of one color that may 
appear in a painting, in a game of cooler and warmer, recession and 
advance; the different ways of dealing with the canvases' edges and 
corners; the brushy irregularities of the lines and surfaces, never quite 
straight, never quite flat, often with traces of earlier layers showing 
through; and the ultimate unpredictability of a structure that at first 

Stanley Whitney, 
james brown sacrifi, 
to apol/o, 2008, oil, 
linen, 72 x 72". 
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